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Abstract. Nowadays, users are increasing their participation in the In-
ternet and, particularly, in social news websites. In these webs, users can
comment diverse stories or other users’ comments. In this paper we pro-
pose a new method based for filtering trolling comments. To this end, we
extract several features from the text of the comments, specifically, we
use a combination of statistical, syntactic and opinion features. These
features are used to train several machine learning techniques. Since the
number of comments is very high and the process of labelling tedious,
we use a collective learning approach to reduce the labelling efforts of
classic supervised approaches. We validate our approach with data from
‘Menéame’, a popular Spanish social news site.
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1 Introduction

With the appearance of web 2.0 [1], the Internet Community became more sensi-
tive about the primordial users’ needs when surfing the net. Since then, the users’
dynamic interaction and collaboration was drastically enhanced, and the devel-
opment of the social networking sites, wikis or blogs, amongst others, started.
Social news websites such as Digg1 or ‘Menéame’2 are very popular among users.
These sites work in a very simple and intuitive way: users submit their links to
stories online, and other users of these systems rate them by voting. The most
voted stories appear, finally, in the front-page [2].

In our previous work [3], we proposed an approach able to automatically
categorise comments in these social news sites using supervised machine-learning
algorithms. Nevertheless, supervised learning requires a high number of labelled
data for each of the classes (i.e., trolling or normal comment). It is quite difficult
to label this amount of data for a real-world problem such as the web mining.
To generate this information, a time-consuming process of analysis is mandatory
and, in the process, some comments may avoid filtering.

Collective classification [4] is a semi-supervised approach that employs the re-
lational structure of labelled and unlabelled datasets combination to increase the
1 http://digg.com/
2 http://meneame.net/
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accuracy of the classification. With these relational models, the predicted label
will be influenced by the labels of related samples. The techniques of collec-
tive and semi-supervised learning have been implemented satisfactorily in fields
of computer science like text classification [4], malware detection [5] or spam
filtering [6].

Considering this background, we present a novel text categorisation approach
based on collective classification techniques to optimise classification perfor-
mance when filtering controversial comments. This method employs a combina-
tion of statistical, syntactic and opinion features of the comments to represent
them. Our main contributions are: (i) a new method to represent comments
in social news websites, (ii) an adaptation of the collective learning approach to
comment filtering, and (iii) an empirical validation which shows that our method
can maintain high accuracy rates, minimising the effort of labelling.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
extracted features of the comments. Section 3 describes the experimental proce-
dure and discussed the obtained results. Finally, Section 4 concludes and outlines
the avenues of the future work.

2 Description of the Method

‘Menéame’ is a Spanish social news website, in which news and stories are pro-
moted. It was developed in later 2005 by Ricardo Galli and Benjamı́n Villoslada
and it is currently licensed as free software. We extracted several features from
the comments that can be divided into 3 different categories: opinion, statistical
and syntactic features.

– Statistical Features

• Comment body: We used the information contained in the body of
the comment. To represent the comments we have used the Vector Space
Model (VSM) [7]. We used the Term Frequency – Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF–IDF) [8] weighting schema and the inverse term frequency
idfi. As the terming schema we have employed two different alternatives:
using the word as the term to weigh and n-grams as terms to weigh. An
n-gram is the overlapping subsequence of n words from a given comment.

• Number of references to the comment (in-degree): It indicates
the number of times the comment has been referenced in other comments
of the same news story.

• Number of references from the comment (out-degree): It mea-
sures the number of references of the comment to other comments of the
same news story.

• Number of the comment: It indicates the oldness of the comment.
• Similarity of the comment with the snippet of the news story:
We used the similarity of the VSM of the comment with the model of the
snippet of the news story. In particular, we employ the cosine similarity
[9].
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• Number of coincidences between words in the comment and tags of
the news story.

• Number of URLs in the comment body.
– Syntactic Features In this category we count the number of words in the

different syntactic categories. To this end, we performed a Part-of-Speech
tagging using FreeLing3. The following features were used, all of them ex-
pressed in numerical values extracted from the comment body: adjectives,
numbers, dates, adverbs, conjunctions, pronouns, punctuation marks, inter-
jections, determinants, abbreviations and verbs.

– Opinion Features
• Number of positive and negative words: We employed an ex-
ternal opinion lexicon4. Since the lexicon contains English words and
‘Menéame’ is written in Spanish, we translated them to Spanish.

• Number of votes: The number of positive votes of the comment.
• Karma : The karma is computed by the website based on the users’
votes.

3 Empirical Validation

We gathered comments from ‘Menéame’ from 5th of April, 2011 to 12th of
April, 2011. This dataset of comments comprises one week of stories filled by
9,044 comment instances. We labelled each of the comments in one category into
Normal and Controversial. Normal means that the comment is not hurtful or
hurting, using ia restrained tone. Controversial, on the other hand, refers to a
comment seeking to create polemic. Our data was finally formed by 6,857 normal
comments and 2,187 controversial comments.

We performed two different procedures to generate the VSM of the comment
body: (i) VSM with words and terms and (ii) n-grams with different values of
n (n=1, n=2, n=3). Furthermore, we removed every word devoid of meaning in
the text, called stop words, (e.g., ‘a’,‘the’,‘is’) [8]. In both cases, we employed an
external stop-word list of Spanish words5.

To evaluate our approach, we applied k-cross validation with k = 10. Next,
for each training set, we extracted the most important features for each of the
classification types using Information Gain (IG) [10], an algorithm that evaluates
the relevance of an attribute by measuring the information gain with respect
to the class and We removed every feature with an IG value of zero. Since
the dataset is not balanced for the different classes, we also applied Synthetic
Minority Over-sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) [11] to address unbalanced data.

We then accomplished the learning step using different learning algorithms
depending on the specific model, for each fold. We employed the implementations
of the collective classification provided by the Semi-Supervised Learning and

3 Available in: http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~nlp/freeling
4 Available in: http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/opinion-lexicon-English.rar
5 The list of stop words can be downloaded at
http://paginaspersonales.deusto.es/isantos/resources/stopwords.txt

http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~nlp/freeling
http://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/opinion-lexicon-English.rar
http://paginaspersonales.deusto.es/isantos/resources/stopwords.txt
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Table 1. Results in terms of accuracy, TPR, FPR and AUC of the Controversy Level
for Word VSM

Dataset Accuracy (%) TPR FPR AUC

KNN K = 10 67.14 ± 1.92 0.50 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.02
Bayes K2 75.93 ± 0.65 0.04 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.03
Bayes TAN 76.64 ± 0.36 0.05 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.03
Näıve Bayes 74.13 ± 3.74 0.20 ± 0.11 0.09 ± 0.08 0.62 ± 0.03
SVM: PolyKernel 68.35 ± 2.06 0.59 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.03 0.65 ± 0.03
SVM: Norm. PolyKernel 69.53 ± 1.55 0.53 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.02
SVM: PUK 69.54 ± 1.33 0.52 ± 0.04 0.25 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.02
SVM: RBFK 68.34 ± 3.33 0.44 ± 0.03 0.24 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.02
J48 71.72 ± 2.06 0.31 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.02 0.60 ± 0.04
Random Forest N = 100 77.08 ± 0.94 0.18 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.03

Table 2. Results in terms of accuracy, TPR, FPR and AUC of the Controversy Level
for N-gram VSM

Dataset Accuracy (%) TPR FPR AUC

KNN K = 10 57.32 ± 2.13 0.61 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.03 0.63 ± 0.03
Bayes K2 75.60 ± 0.74 0.06 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.02
Bayes TAN 76.34 ± 0.43 0.06 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.00 0.65 ± 0.02
Näıve Bayes 53.81 ± 1.78 0.62 ± 0.02 0.49 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.02
SVM: PolyKernel 60.84 ± 1.38 0.74 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.02
SVM: Norm. PolyKernel 70.72 ± 1.56 0.54 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.02
SVM: PUK 70.83 ± 1.86 0.49 ± 0.05 0.22 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.03
SVM: RBFK 53.42 ± 2.98 0.74 ± 0.03 0.53 ± 0.04 0.60 ± 0.03
J48 71.04 ± 1.54 0.35 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0.02
Random Forest N = 100 76.88 ± 1.30 0.19 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.03

Collective Classification6 package for machine-learning tool WEKA [12]. In our
experiment approaches, we used the following models: (i) Collective IBK, with
k = 10; (ii) CollectiveForest, where the value of the trees to experiment is 100;
(iii) CollectiveWoods, with 100 trees; and (iv) RandomWoods, with 100 trees. In
our collective experiments, we examined various configurations of the collective
algorithms with different sizes of the X set of known instances; the latter varied
from 10% to 90% of the instances utilised for training (i.e., instances known
during the test).

In order to evaluate the contribution of Collective Classification to categorisa-
tion comments, we compared the filtering capabilities of our method with some of
the most used supervised machine-learning algorithms. Specifically, we used the
following models: (i) Bayesian networks (BN), with different structural learning
algorithms: K2 and Tree Augmented Näıve (TAN) and a Näıve Bayes Classifier;
(ii)Support Vector Machines (SVM), with a polynomial kernel, a normalised
polynomial Kernel, a Pearson VII function-based universal kernel (PUK) and
a radial basis function (RBF) based kernel; (iii) K-nearest neighbour (KNN),
with k = 10; and (iv) Decision Trees (DT), trained with J48 (the Weka [12]
implementation of the C4.5 algorithm) and Random Forest [13], an ensemble

6 Available at: http://www.scms.waikato.ac.nz/ fracpete/projects/collective-

classification.

http://www.scms.waikato.ac.nz/~fracpete/projects/collective-classification.
http://www.scms.waikato.ac.nz/~fracpete/projects/collective-classification.
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(a) Accuracy results. (b) TPR results.

(c) FPR results. (d) AUC results.

Fig. 1. Results performed with Word VSM features

of randomly constructed decision trees. In particular, we employed N = 100 for
Random Forest.

Finally, in order to measure the effectiveness of the method, we measured
the True Positive Rate (TPR) to test our procedure; i.e., the number of the
controversial comments correctly detected divided by the total number of con-
troversial comments. We also took in account the False Positive Rate (FPR);
i.e., the number of normal comments misclassified as controversial divided by
the total number of normal comments. In addition, we obtained the Accuracy;
i.e., the total number of hits of the classifiers divided by the number of instances
in the whole dataset. Finally, we recovered the Area Under the ROC Curve
(AUC), that is computed by plotting the TPR against the FPR under different
thresholds and computing the area formed under the generated curve.

Table 1 shows the results with words as tokens using classic supervised learn-
ing algorithms, and Table 2 shows the results with n-grams as tokens using classic
supervised learning algorithms. Figure 1 shows the results with VSM generated
with words, when collective learning algorithm are used, and Figure 2 shows the
results with VSM generated with n-grams using collective learning approaches.

Regarding the supervised learning algorithms, Random Forest with N = 100
with words VSM, achieved significant results: 77.08% accuracy, 0.18 TPR, 0.04
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(a) Accuracy results. (b) TPR results.

(c) FPR results. (d) AUC results.

Fig. 2. Results performed with N-gram VSM

FPR and 0.67 AUC. For collective classification, CollectiveForest, using words
as terms for the VSM, obtained a accuracy of 76.94% by only labelling the 75%
of the dataset, a TPR of 0.16, a FPR of 0.04 and a AUC of 0.67. The results for
collective classification are close to the supervised approaches, and the labelling
effort has been reduced to 76.94% of the whole data.

4 Conclusions

The problem with supervised learning is that a previous work of comment la-
belling is required. This process in the field of web filtering can introduce a high
performance overhead due to the number of new comments that appear everyday.
In this paper, we proposed the first collective-learning-based trolling comment
filtering method system that based upon statistical, syntactic and opinion fea-
tures, is capable of determining when a comment is controversial. We empirically
validated our method using a dataset from ‘Menéame’, showing that our tech-
nique, despite having much less labelling requirements, obtains nearly the same
accuracy than the best supervised learning approaches.
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The avenues of future work are oriented in three main ways. Firstly, we would
like to apply additional algorithms to extend the study of filtering trolling com-
ments in social news websites. Secondly, we will incorporate new and different
features from the comment dataset to train the models. And finally, we will
focus on executing an extended analysis of the effects of the labelled dataset
dimension.
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